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Dear Darren,

Thank you for notifying our Hamilton Field Naturalists Club of this inquiry and for providing us with the opportunity
to contribute our knowledge of environmental infrastructure requirements in the western region of Victoria.
I apologise for the lateness of this submission, our lack of meetings during August and September meant that we
missed seeing this important email.
As a club that has visited, surveyed and recorded the natural history within our region for over 60 years, we have
realised a number of issues and opportunities regarding the state/lack of environmental infrastructure in nearby
parks and reserves.
One reserve in particular that requires immediate infrastructure development and provision is the Fulham
Streamside Reserve between the Glenelg River and Edgewood Rd 12 km north of Balmoral.
This mix of grassy and heathy woodland reserve was first surveyed by Cliff Beuglehole. It is his plant list that
indicates the floristic richness of this reserve and to which we add any species that our Club discovers in our annual
working bees at the reserve. The reserve has a great variety of native shrubs, grasses and spring flowers that
includes a diverse display of native orchids. Our annual working bees of many days work at eradicating/suppressing
invasive weeds that come in variously from neighbouring farms, along the river, illegal dumping of garden waste
etc. The weeds we have been working on over the 14 years include Sparaxis, Cape Tulip, Gladiolus and South
African Weed Orchid. Through this work we are keeping the native species from being overrun by the weeds and
are keeping the western portion of the reserve in its natural state.
However, it is human visitation that is compromising the biodiversity of this reserve. Where once overnight visitors
may have had little impact on the reserve and the reserve may have been able to bounce back from the damage
caused by campers, we have become aware of the increased damage to the reserve and the loss of the intact
natural environment that this place had reverted to when grazing was removed many decades ago.
We do understand that Parks Victoria has listed this reserve as not requiring infrastructure because it is providing a
'bush camping experience' for visitors. However this bush camping is no longer bush camping as such because:
‐ people often arrive in large groups with heavy 4‐wheel drive vehicles and large caravans;
‐ campers often park their vehicles and caravans on sites not previously camped on, thereby damaging remnant
native vegetation and reducing wildlife habitat:
‐ visitors use chain saws to chop up fallen timber and to cut down standing living trees to make continuously burning
fires;
‐ many visitors do not know about safe and clean disposal of toilet waste when in the bush and leave their litter in
the open air which attracts vermin and looks disgusting;
‐ many visitors have little understanding of ecology and have little or no idea of the damage they are causing to the
biodiversity of this reserve.
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Hence, our Club considers that there a number of infrastructure requirements needed to reduce/prevent the
ecological damage currently being caused by day an overnight visitors. These include:
1. Designated areas for camping along the river in areas already despoiled by previous activity, AND no camping
signs placed along entry road for all other areas.
2. Provision of maps showing permitted camping areas at each of the entries to the reserve.
3. Provision of bush toilet facilities with at least 4 cubicles at each of the camping areas;
4. Adequate signage at the entrance and in the camping areas to indicate best behaviour to preserve the native
habitat.
5. Improved road surfacing to enable all‐weather access to prevent the ever‐widening, pot‐holed dirt track that
leads to further damage and invites 4WD enthusiats to go off road and create more destruction to the native
vegetation areas (through digging up small plants, leaving ruts and spreading invasive weed seeds).
6. And thinking about environmental infrastructure in the broadest sense ‐ a greatly increased budget allocation

needs to be allocated to Parks Victoria so that it can employ more qualified ecologist rangers to monitor
and supervise visitor compliance to ensure that the biodiversity of the reserve is not being destroyed by
the current 'bush camping' status with minimal investment and supervision.
I do look forward to a time when the natural history values of this reserve are given greater priority than it
currently receives so that it can endure as a biologically rich natural reserve as well as providing for the
recreation needs of day and overnight visitors.
Yours faithfully,
Dr Diane Elizabeth Luhrs
President, Hamilton Field Naturalists Club
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